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C. Demaziere, V. Arzhanov, J. K.-H. Karlsson and I. Pazsit

Department of Reactor Physics, Chalmers University of Technology
SE-412 96 Goteborg, Sweden

Abstract

This report gives an account of the work performed by the Department of Reactor
Physics in the frame of a research contract with Ringhals, Vattenfall AB, contract No.
R53060-YVDI. The contract constitutes Stage 4 of a long-term co-operative research work
concerning diagnostics and monitoring of the BWR and PWR units. The work in Stage 4
has been performed between 1 October 1998 and 1 September 1999. In Stage 4 we have
worked with four items as follows:

1. Regional modes in Rl stability measurements;
2. Analysis of data from the measurement 980604;
3. Study of the possibility of measuring the moderator temperature coefficient using noise

methods. Literature survey and measurement evaluation;
4. Transfer of the method for determining axial control rod elevation. Current situation and

progress.

This work was performed at the Department of Reactor Physics, Chalmers University
of Technology by Joakim K.-H. Karlsson (project leader), Vasiliy Arzhanov, Christophe
Demaziere and Imre Pazsit. Contact person at Ringhals was Tell Andersson (project
leader).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The long term goal of the contract is to utilize the research potential of the Department
of Reactor Physics at Chalmers in treating reactor physics problems related to the operation
of the power plant. This is achieved in a co-operative research project, in the course of
which the understanding of relevant problems increases at the department as well as
methods are elaborated and implemented for their solution. The results obtained in the
earlier stages have been reported in [l]-[4].

The work in Stage 4 has been performed between 1 October 1998 and 1 September
1999. It consisted of the following items, which are reported on in more detail in the
following sections:

1. Regional modes in Rl stability measurements;
2. Analysis of data from the measurement 980604;
3. Study of the possibility of measuring the moderator temperature coefficient using noise

methods. Literature survey and measurement evaluation;
4. Transfer of the method for determining axial control rod elevation. Current situation and

progress.

A further objective of the work is to gain experience with the important and
characteristic features of power spectra and certain operational variables in the normal state,
in order to be able to perform diagnostics of various phenomena.

A proposal for the continuation of the work in Stage 5 is also given at the end of this
report.

2. REGIONAL MODES IN RINGHALS-1
STABILITY MEASUREMENTS

2.1. Introduction

The problem of a regional instability mode which occurs simultaneously with a global
mode was investigated in [6] and [7]. A brief account was also given in Stage 2 ([3]). In
these reports the measurements made in 1990 in Ringhals-1 were analysed. In the
measurements, taken during start-up, two concurrent oscillation modes were observed.
Core-wide (global or reactivity) and regional oscillations both occurred at about 0.5 Hz.
These oscillations had different amplitudes and different stability properties. A flux mode
separation was attempted in [6] by the so-called factorization method, but without success.
The method involves the extraction of the global mode by an orthogonality integral, after
which by taking the difference between the original signals and the global mode, the
regional mode is obtained. Later it was found that the reason for the failure of the
factorization method was partly due to the presence of local boiling noise and partly
because of approximations made in the calculation of the orthogonality integral. It was also
found that consistent and correct results could be obtained by using the factorization
technique, if detectors from a single axial level are used at a time. This method was called
the partial factorization technique and its development is described in [7] and in Stage 2 [3],
where it was also tested on the well known measurements taken in Ringhals-1 in 1990 with
convincing results.
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In Stage 2 it was proposed that we could utilise the partial factorisation method and
evaluate further measurements from Ringhals-1. In autumn 1997, we received stability
measurements taken during 1991, 1993 and 1994. In the present project, we have evaluated
these measurements. The analysis method and the results will be described below.

In the measurements, 72 LPRM detectors were used at two axial levels with 36
detectors on each level. The measured signals §(r;, t) at positions /"• are composed of a
static component <|)o(J"2) and a fluctuating noise 8(j)(r •, t). The noise contains the sum of the
instability modes present. Hence, we can write the noise as

where

,t) = <\>(ri,t)-Uri) (2)

The global mode can now be extracted from the noise by multiplying eqn (1) with the global
mode <j>0(f,) and by approximating the orthogonality integral with a sum over the detectors
as

M

5P(0 « ' ^ 4 J (3)

Here the sums are taken for the detectors of one axial level at a time (see [5] or [7] for
details). The regional mode is then estimated as

SflCOWi) = 8<Kr,,O-8P(O<|>o(rf0 (4)

In case the measurements contain no regional mode, then the behaviour of
SJ? C 0 *!* i C'"/) a s estimated above, will not exhibit the characteristic regional behaviour of
being out-of-phase in opposite halves of the core. In practice this investigation is made by
studying the phase behaviour of diagonally opposite LPRMs and then by making a decision
regarding the presence of an out-of-phase mode. If we see indications of the presence of a
regional mode in the phase behaviour, we select a reference detector for the calculation of a
weighted average regional signal. As described in [7], this is calculated as

= Z <!,(,•) • cos^i) (5)

where the static flux ^0(r{) is used as a weight function of the relative importance of the
space-dependent signals, and <pki is the phase difference between a reference signal
8i?(?)<j)1(rA.) and the signal 8/?(?)^)1(rl-) at the oscillation frequency.

The global DR is then obtained from 5P(f) and the regional DR from &Rav(t). The
DRs and oscillation frequencies are calculated by using auto-regressive (AR) modelling of
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the time-series and by selection of the most unstable pole of suitable frequency in the
identified transfer function.

In the next two sections we present the results of the evaluation, as described above, of
global and regional DRs and oscillation frequencies for the stability measurements made at
Ringhals-1 in 1991, 1993 and 1994.

2.2. Preliminary remarks

The stability measurements were first checked for consistency. The duration of each
measurement was about 11 min at a sampling rate of 12.5 Hz, which gives approximately
8000 data samples. As a rule, each data file in a specific measurement should contain the
same number of samples. But sometimes, for certain data files, this number deviates from
the common value. These deviations and other inconsistencies are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Inconsistency of Information

Measurement

9109a

9109a

9109b

9109c

9109d

9109e

9109g

9302f

9302i

9302j

9302J

9404c

File

/Iprm91/lprma/lprmr 1 .a58

/Iprm91/lprma/lprmr 1 .a70

/Iprm91/lprmb/lprmr l.blO

/Iprm91 /lprmc/lprmr 1 .c 15

/Iprm91/lprmd/lprmr 1 .dO4

/Iprm91/lprme/lprmr 1 .e52

/Iprm91/lprmg/lprmrl .g70

/Iprm93/data6/lprm93f.91

/Iprm93/data9/lprm93i.71

/lprm93/datalO/lprm93j.l4

/Iprm93/data 10/lprm93j .65

/lprm9404/lprmc/lprmc.71

Comments

1 extra sample

1 sample is missing

23 samples are missing

3 extra samples

2 samples are missing

half of the samples are missing

2 samples are missing

completely corrupted

1 extra sample

3 extra samples

2 samples are missing

1 extra sample

The way of treating the erroneous cases was as follows. Extra items of information
were ignored while missing data were filled in with zero values. This works of course well
only if the number of missing sample is quite small compared to the total number of
samples, which was the case with the measurements evaluated here.

2.3. Results and analysis

The measurements were carefully analyzed to detect any possible evidence of
instability. The results are presented in Table 2. The measurements are named by a
combination of the date and a letter, such as 9102a. Here, different letters designate
different operational conditions that are determined by the total power (given in percentage)
and by the total flow (given in kilograms per second). There were 72 detectors; half of them
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being situated at axial elevation (position) 2, while the other ones were located at another
axial elevation referred to as position 4. For each measurement, the calculated decay ratio
(DR) and the corresponding frequency of both the global signal and the regional mode are
presented. The positions that are left blank indicate that the corresponding mode was
considered as absent for this specific measurement.

Measure-
ment

9109a

9109b

9109c

9109d

9109e

9109f

9109g

9109h

9109i

9109j

9109k

Posi-
tion

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

Table 2. Global and Regional

Frequency
global

0.568

0.422

0.478

0.473

0.491

0.490

0.466

0.450

0.494

0.458

0.473

0.454

0.570

0.454

0.439

0.442

0.335

0.333

0.528

0.541

0.788

0.824

DR
global

0.191

0.132

0.166

0.149

0.346

0.302

0.260

0.227

0.168

0.067

0.270

0.236

0.141

0.217

0.247

0.186

0.200

0.199

0.152

0.220

0.043

0.039

DR
regional

Modes

Frequency
regional

Power
[%]

66.0

63.8

64.5

65.0

66.7

65.8

65.1

66.4

73.3

76.0

107.9

Flow
[kg/s]

4215

4034

3859

3714

4042

3852

3660

3581

3915

4153

10883
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Measure-
ment

9302a

9302b

9302c

9302d

9302e

9302f

9302g

9302h

9302i

9302J

9302k

93021

9302m

9307b

Posi-
tion

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

Table 2. Global and Regional

Frequency
global

0.486

0.485

0.483

0.492

0.469

0.469

0.520

0.518

0.497

0.496

0.486

0.501

0.501

0.490

0.489

0.477

0.476

0.499

0.498

0.483

0.480

0.479

0.476

0.481

0.478

0.674

0.695

DR
global

0.600

0.586

0.600

0.505

0.724

0.679

0.719

0.718

0.664

0.640

0.799

0.740

0.710

0.797

0.805

0.890

0.876

0.643

0.596

0.691

0.721

0.813

0.815

0.771

0.769

0.356

0.371

DR
regional

0.404

0.383

0.461

0.490

0.623

0.424

0.537

0.566

0.617

0.694

0.438

0.625

0.649

0.728

0.761

0.743

0.598

0.667

0.524

0.592

0.494

0.566

0.385

0.359

CTH-RF-145/RR-6

Modes

Frequency
regional

0.464

0.458

0.464

0.448

0.464

0.484

0.501

0.490

0.488

0.471

0.488

0.494

0.484

0.487

0.473

0.472

0.491

0.503

0.458

0.456

0.461

0.458

0.687

0.729

Power
[%]

65.4

65.5

65.0

69.6

69.4

69.4

74.2

74.3

74.7

76.4

63.6

65.9

66.2

76.8

Flow
[kg/s]

4056

3885

3644

4113

3866

3647

4025

3886

3645

4192

3614

3610

3683

6607
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Measure-
ment

9307c

9307d

9307e

9311a

9311c

9311e

9311g

93 Hi

9311k

9311m

931 lo

9311q

9311s

Posi-
tion

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

Table 2. Global and Regional

Frequency
global

0.576

0.607

0.515

0.513

0.507

0.507

0.370

0.542

0.463

0.465

0.415

0.403

0.440

0.437

0.403

0.407

0.440

0.451

0.459

0.454

0.475

0.524

0.468

0.469

0.500

0.493

DR
global

0.283

0.460

0.777

0.747

0.770

0.734

0.377

0.399

0.383

0.348

0.341

0.344

0.411

0.431

0.380

0.393

0.360

0.361

0.364

0.338

0.420

0.408

0.620

0.561

0.563

0.478

DR
regional

0.587

0.572

0.343

0.313

0.037

0.244

0.282

0.423

0.357

0.453

0.479

0.528

0.381

CTH-RF-145/RR-6

Modes

Frequency
regional

0.513

0.494

0.427

0.415

0.304

0.448

0.424

0.478

0.441

0.446

0.455

0.451

0.412

Power
[%]

73.4

59.1

58.5

64.8

65.4

65.4

69.0

68.7

68.7

73.6

73.5

72.8

76.2

Flow
[kg/s]

6007

3854

3816

4089

3871

3671

4048

3909

3716

4108

3951

3666

4009
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Table 2. Global and Regional Modes

Measure-
ment

9404a

9404b

9404c

Posi-
tion

2

4

2

4

2

4

Frequency
global

0.528

0.528

0.512

0.511

0.464

DR
global

0.725

0.775

0.821

0.820

0.456

DR
regional

0.642

0.761

0.655

0.657

Frequency
regional

0.524

0.528

0.507

0.502

Power
[%]

75.1

72.8

64.6

Flow
[kg/s]

4230

3915

4048

The most difficult part was to make a conclusion whether a certain kind of instability
was present. This was done in a semiautomatic way. First the frequency dependence of the
power spectral density (PSD) of the global signal was plotted. On the basis of previous
experience, the frequency at which the global mode may appear is expected at about 0.5 Hz,
so the range of 0.3 to 1 Hz was investigated. If one could see a clear peak in this plot within
the specified limits and the decay ratio of the global signal was found to be quite high
(approximately 0.6 up to 1), then the conclusion was made that a global mode was present.

The procedure to detect the local mode is more complicated. We start with selecting
four pairs of detectors situated in opposite corners. We cannot restrict ourselves to only one
single pair, because this pair may be located near the node line separating the two halves of
the out-of-phase (regional) mode. Then four different plots, one for each pair, are displayed.
Each plot consists of three subplots as follows; a) the cross power spectral density (CPSD),
b) coherence function, and c) the difference in phase for a specific pair of detectors.
Thereafter one has to make a check whether at least one of the pairs exhibits the following
properties: a) the CPSD and coherence function have a clear peak in the region 0.3 to 1 Hz
and b) simultaneously, the difference in phase is approximately -180°. If so, then the
conclusion is made that a regional mode is present.in that particular measurement and one
of the detectors of such a pair is taken as a reference detector. A weighted average regional
signal, based on the formula (5), is calculated, and the decay ratio and corresponding
frequency for the local mode are calculated.

Figs. 1 to 5 demonstrate one typical case when neither a global nor a regional mode
was detected. First of all the PSD function displays certain peaks only about 0.2 Hz but no
clear peak in the vicinity of 0.5 Hz is seen. In addition, the decay ratio was calculated to be
0.19; this allows us to reject this measurement as having a global mode. In addition to this,
Fig. 2 to Fig. 5 exhibit no obvious peak in the expected frequency domain for any pair of
detectors and they do not manifest any out-of-phase behaviour either. All this gave grounds
to state that neither global nor regional mode was present in this particular measurement
(91a).

In contrast to the previous case, the next five figures (Fig. 6 to Fig. 10) show a case, of
definite existence of both the global and regional modes. Indeed, the PSD function has a
clear maximum (Fig. 5) at the frequency of about 0.5 Hz. The calculated decay ratio is
approximately 0.8, and the corresponding frequency being equal to 0.49. In addition to this,
detectors 23 and 17 (pair #4) exhibit apparent out-of-phase behaviour because both the
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Frequency [Hz] DR(glo) = 0.19124 Fr(glo) = 0.5675 Fr(amp) = 0.3418

Fig. 1. Power Spectra Density of the global signal probably with a very weak peak

LPRM91a Pos 2 K 1 Detectors 5 and 34 Ntot = 8250 Nfft = 256 Nblock = 33

a) §

b)

c)

1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Frequency [Hz] DR(glo) = 0.19124 Fr(glo) = 0.5675 Fr(amp) = 0.3418

Fig. 2. Detectors 5 and 34 (pair#l) a) - Cross spectral density b) - Coherence function
c) - Difference in phase angle (deg)
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LPRM91a Pos 2 K 2 Detectors 2 and 35 Ntot = 8250 Nfft = 256 Nblock = 33

a) 1

1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

b)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.E
Frequency [Hz] DR(glo) = 0.19124 Fr(glo) = 0.5675 Fr(amp) = 0.3418

Fig. 3. Detectors 2 and 36 (pair #2) a) - Cross spectral density b) - Coherence function
c) - Difference in phase (deg)

LPRM91a Pos 2 K 3 Detectors 9 and 30 Ntot = 8250 Nfft = 256 Nblock = 33

a)
O 10" h

8

10"

b) O 0.5
O

0

-100

oC) I -200

-300

0 0

0 0

y

\

i

1 0.2 0

1 0.2 0

i i

3 0

3 0

/ \

/ •

4 0
Freque

4 0

5 0
icy [Hz]

5 0

\

•r, . _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~

1

6 0.7 0

6 0 7 0

r.J

8 0

8 0

9 1

9 1

— •

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Frequency [Hz] DR(glo) = 0.19124 Fr(glo) = 0.5675 Fr(amp) = 0.3418

Fig. 4. Detectors 9 and 30 (pair #3) a) - Cross spectral density b) - Coherence function
c) - Difference in phase (deg)
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LPRM91a Pos 2 K 4 Detectors 23 and 17 Ntot = 8250 Nfft = 256 Nblock = 33
10'

CO
10"

| i o - 2

10

§0.5

0.2 0.3 0.4

0
Frequency [Hz]

0.5

0.8

0.7

0.9

0.9

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Frequency [Hz] DR(glo) = 0.19124 Fr(glo) = 0.5675 Fr(amp) = 0.3418

Fig. 5. Detectors 23 and 17 (pair #4) a) - Cross Spectra Density b) - Coherence function
c) - Difference in phase (deg)

corresponding CPSD and the coherence function have a clear maximum at about 0.5 Hz
(Fig. 10, subplots 1 and 2), while the phase difference between these two signals at the same
frequency is about-180° (Fig. 10, subplot 3).

For comparison, we show some results of the evaluation of the 1990 measurement,
which contained an unstable regional mode at measurement G.

Table 3

Measure
ment

90d

90h

90g

Posi
tion

2

4

2

4

2

4

. Global and

Frequency
global

0.54

0.54

0.51

0.51

0.57; 1.08

0.57; 1.08

Regional

DR
Global

0.77

0.77

0.76

0.77

0.80

0.80

Modes in 1990 Measurement

DR
Regional

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.85

0.99

0.99

Frequency
regional

0.52

0.52

0.50

0.50

0.54

0.54

Power
[%]

70

75

73

Flow
[kg/s]

3650

3900

3670
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x10 ' LPRM93h Pos 2 Ntot = 8256 Nfft = 256 Nblock = 33

6 - •

5 - •

4
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3 -•

2 - •

1 -
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I

\
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///
7I

\

\
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(

^— i _i

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Frequency [Hz] DR(glo) = 0.79654 Fr(glo) = 0.49 Fr(amp) = 0.48828

Fig. 6. Power Spectra Density of the global signal with a clear peak.

LPRM93h Pos 2 K 1 Detectors 5 and 34 Ntot = 8256 Nfft = 256 Nblock = 33
10"

a) t
Q
fi -2

10

10"

b)

) _1

i-2

1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Frequency [Hz] DR(glo) = 0.79654 Fr(glo) = 0.49 Fr(amp) = 0.48828

Fig. 7. Detectors 5 and 34 (pair #1) a) - Cross spectral density b) - Coherence function
c) - Difference in phase (deg)
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LPRM93h Pos 2 K 2 Detectors 2 and 35 Ntot = 8256 Nfft = 256 Nblock = 33

a)

b)

C) 1-:

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Frequency [Hz] DR(glo) = 0.79654 Fr(glo) = 0.49 Fr(amp) = 0.48828

Fig. 8. Detectors 2 and 36 (pair #2) a) - Cross spectral density b) - Coherence function
c) - Difference in phase (deg)

LPRM93h Pos 2 K 3 Detectors 9 and 30 Ntot = 8256 Nfft = 256 Nblock = 33

a)

b)

c) !-<

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Frequency [Hz] DR(glo) = 0.79654 Fr(glo) = 0.49 Fr(amp) = 0.48828

Fig. 9. Detectors 9 and 30 (pair #3) a) - Cross spectral density b) - Coherence function
c) - Difference in phase (deg)
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LPRM93h Pos 2 K 4 Detectors 23 and 17 Ntot = 8256 Nfft = 256 Nblock = 33

) w

a o

b)

c)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Frequency [Hz] DR(glo) = 0.79654 Fr(glo) = 0.49 Fr(amp) = 0.48828

Fig. 10. Detectors 23 and 17 (pair #4) a) - Cross spectral density b) - Coherence function
c) - Difference in phase angle (deg)

The following table summarizes the most important information given in Tables 2 and
3 by presenting maximum values of the global and regional decay ratios detected in the
measurements.

Table 4. Maximal Global and Regional Decay Ratios

Cycle

BOC14

BOC15

BOC16

M0C16

BOC17

MOC 17

Measure-
ment

9009

9109

9302

9307

9311

9404

DR global

0.800

0.346

0.890

0.777

0.620

0.821

DR regional

0.990

0.000

0.761

0.587

0.528

0.761

The information given in Table 2 and Table 3 is also shown in a more convenient
visual form in Fig. 11. The Figure shows the maximal DR (for each measurement) for both
the global and the regional modes. The measurements are divided into 2 groups, depending
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on when the measurements were performed, i.e. at the beginning of cycle (BOC) or at the
middle of cycle (MOC).

Global and Regional Decay Ratios

14 15 16 17
BOC

Fig. 11. Maximum global and regional decay ratios sorted by month.

It is seen that the regional decay ratio was detected to exceed the global decay ratio
only in one case (BOC 14), while in the other cases the global decay ratio is higher than the
local one. This means that the instability that occurred in 1990, with the regional mode
being the more unstable one, does not represent the generic case.

Finally, to make Table 2 more illustrative, in Figs. 12 and 13 we show the calculated
global and regional decay ratios on the Power-Flow plane. In addition, the solid line on the
base plane indicates the permitted operating area. Different symbols represent different
measurements, as denoted in the Figure. It is seen that for most individual measurements,
the DR increases monotonically when approaching the boundary of the permitted region on
the power-flow map.
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Global Decay Ratio
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Fig. 12. Global decay ratios on the power-flow plane

Regional Decay Ratio

BOC-14 BOC-17 MOC-17

MOC-16

BOC-15
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Power [%] 50 3000
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Fig. 13. Regional decay ratios on the power-flow plane
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3. NOISE ANALYSIS OF THE MEASUREMENT 980604 IN R4

3.1. Introduction

A noise measurement was performed at Ringhals-4 on the 4 June 1998. A first
evaluation of the data was presented at the project meeting in July 1998. However, the
following project report [4] was concentrated on one particular aspect of the measurement,
namely core barrel motion (CBM). Hence, for completeness, in this report we are going to
give a full account of all the analysis made in addition to the CBM vibrations that have been
performed on the data.

In the measurement, 29 different signals were recorded. They were as follows: five
incore neutron detectors denoted A-E, five core-exit thermocouples (TCs) denoted T32,
T43 etc. and located in fuel channels neighbouring the ones in which the incore detectors
were measured; one inlet temperature signal (RTD) for each of the three loops, eight ex-
core neutron detectors (N41-N44), one recirculation flow meter for each loop (RC1-3), the
reactor pressure (PT) and finally four accelerometers (BNC). The core layout including the
positions of the measured incore, ex-core and core-exit temperature detectors is shown in
Fig. 14.

T Temperature detectors
A,..., E Incore detectors

N Excore detectors

K P N M L K

1

2

3
N43

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

T48

D

N41

T43

E

J H G F E D

B

T32

A

T7

C B A

N42 A

C
T3

N44

Fig. 14. Location of the in-core and temperature detector positions used
in the noise measurement 980604 at PWR Ringhals 4.

Since the incore detectors are sensitive to radiation damage, they were only allowed
inside the core for a maximum of 20 minutes at a time. Thus, the measurements were
organised as follows: measurement 1) a 20 min measurement with 64 Hz sampling
frequency, 2) a 2 hour measurement with 8 Hz sampling frequency without incore detectors
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and 3) a series of four 5 min measurements with incore A at different axial elevations. In
measurement 1, all incore detectors except A were axially located between spacers 3 and 4
(i.e. about 140 cm above core bottom) and A was put above spacer 7 (i.e. at 330 cm). In
measurement 3, the incore detector A was put at different axial elevations between spacers
1&2 (34 cm), 3&4 (144 cm), 5&6 (249 cm) and above 7 (330 cm).

Table 5 shows the relative power fractions (RPF) of the fuel channels in which the
incore detectors were located during the measurement. It is seen that incore detector A and
E have the highest RPF.

Table 5. The relative power fraction of the fuel channels where the different incore
detectors were located in the measurement 980604.

Incore detector

A

B

C

D

E

Relative power fraction

1.383

1.021

0.990

1.108

1.218

This section of the report is divided into three subsections, each one dealing with a
particular aspect of the measurement analysis performed. In the first subsection, a general
account of the noise content in all recorded signals is given. By utilizing the series of four
measurements performed with the incore detector A at different axial elevations in the core,
the axial variation of the incore noise is described in the second subsection. Finally, the
temperature and flux noise are given special attention in the last subsection. The
temperature and flux noise can also be used to evaluate an estimate of the moderator
temperature coefficient (MTC). This is performed in Section 4, where we present previous
works in this field as well as the evaluation of the MTC from the current noise
measurement.

3.2. Noise content in the 1998 measurement

The power spectral density functions (PSDs) of the noise in each of the recorded signals are
shown in Figs. 15-18. These figures yield a sort of fingerprint of the noise content in the
Ringhals-4 reactor in cycle 15 1998. The figures indicate the interesting frequency regions,
where peaks and other features occur. Below, we summarize some of the spectral signatures
and the responsible physical phenomena, in case they are known.
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Fig. 15. Power spectral density functions of incore and accelerometer signals.
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Fig. 16. Power spectral density functions of core exit thermocouples and inlet
temperature (cold leg RTDs) signals.
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Fig. 17. Power spectral density functions of the upper and lower neutron excore detectors
(N41-N44).
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Fig. 18. Power spectral density functions of the recirculation flow signals and the
reactor pressure.
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Table 6. Spectral components/phenomena in Ringhals PWR power spectra

Frequency
[Hz]

~6xlO~J

-0.2

0.1-1

Low

-2-5

6-11

-15

-20

-20

-25

6.8, 8.6,
10.3

0.7, 6.8,
10.7, 12.1

Signal

Incore

TC, Incore,
Excore

TC, Incore,
Excore

TC, RTDs

Incore, Excore

Incore, Excore

Excore

Excore

Accelerometers

Excore, Accel-
erometers, RC-

flow

RC-flow
meters 1-3

Pressure

Description

Ultra low frequency flow oscilla-
tions [2]. Induced by the control sys-
tem of the feedwater pumps.

Low frequency power oscillations
probably induced by coherent flow
oscillations => flux tilt alarms in the
control room.

General thermohydraulic fluctua-
tions.

A fast decay of the PSD indicates a
long detector time constant, this is
especially true for the TCs.

Collective fuel vibrations

Core barrel beam mode vibrations
([3] and [4]). Fuel vibrations.

Mechanical vibrations (shell mode of
the thermal shield?)

Core barrel shell mode vibrations
([3] and [4]).

Reactor pressure vessel vibrations.
Possible coupling to core barrel shell
mode vibrations.

Pressure pulse from main coolant
pumps. 25 Hz = 1500 rev/min.

Flow oscillations. RC3 has the larg-
est amplitude. Highest coherence
between RC-flow meters at 8.6 Hz.

Pressure oscillations. Both the
pressure sensor and RC2 are located
in the same loop => high coherence.

The incore signals show the characteristic behaviour with thermohydraulic fluctuations
dominating at low frequencies, probable collective fuel vibrations at 2-3 Hz and beam mode
core barrel vibrations at -8 Hz. The incore detector signals (Fig. 15) often have the core
barrel beam mode vibration peak at ~8 Hz split into two separate peaks, one at 6.5 Hz and
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the other at 7.9 Hz. This may be due to the presence of two different axial modes with
similar frequency and it will be investigated in Section 3.3.

In the measurement, four accelerometer signals were recorded. Two of them are
located on the lifting lugs of the reactor vessel head (BNC 750 and 762) and two are
fastened on thimble tubes which extend from the bottom of the vessel (BNC 752 and 764).
Fig. 15 shows that the signals BNC 750 and 752 have quite similar shape as functions of
frequency, and the same is true for the pair BNC 762 and 764. The latter pair is known to
measure horizontal accelerations. Because of the pairwise similarity between the
accelerometer spectra, we believe that the former pair measures accelerations in another
direction (maybe in the vertical direction) than the latter pair. At -20 Hz all the
accelerometers have high mutual coherence and also significant coherence with the ex-core
signals (Fig. 19). This indicates that there is a possible coupling to the core barrel shell
mode vibrations and hence that these vibrations are transferred from the core barrel to the
reactor pressure vessel. At about 8-10 Hz, there are some small peaks in the accelerometer
signals, but the coherence with the ex-core signals is small. Hence the core barrel beam
mode vibrations do not seem to be transferred to vibrations of the pressure vessel.

N2L N2L <=>AC2

10 20
Fequency [Hz]

30

10"4

A
P

S
D

 [
A

U
]

o

10"8

AC2

10 20
Fequency [Hz]

N2L <=>AC2

30

10 20
Fequency [Hz]

30

-150

10 20
Fequency [Hz]

Fig. 19. Power spectra, coherence and phase for the detector combination of the lower
excore detector N42 and accelerometer BNC 762 on the reactor vessel head.

The PSDs of the temperature signals in Fig. 16, i.e. the core exit thermocouples and the
inlet RTDs, all show a fast decay of the spectra with increasing frequency, without any
significant further features. The fast decay is due to the long time constant of the
temperature sensors, which is approximately 1 s for the core exit thermocouples.

In Fig. 17 we show the PSDs of the ex-core neutron detectors. These spectra have
many interesting vibration peaks, most of which we have analysed and discussed in
previous reports ([3] and [4]).
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The three recirculation flow signals, one for each loop, are shown in Fig. 18 together
with the reactor pressure signal. The RC flow signals all have three oscillation peaks in their
spectra at 6.8, 8.6 and 10.3 Hz. The mutual coherence is largest for the second peak with
-70% coherence. In primary loops one and two, these peaks have a relatively small
amplitude, but in loop three the oscillations have a large amplitude. Three similar peaks can
also be found in the pressure PSD at 6.8, 10.7 and 12.1 Hz. The frequency of the first peak
in the pressure signal coincides with that of one of the peaks in the flow signals. The other
peaks have slightly different frequencies. In any case, the coherence between the pressure
and the RC flow signals in this frequency range is in general about 30%, except for the
combination RC2 and pressure for which the coherence is 89% at 6.8 Hz (see Fig. 20). The

RC2 RC2 <=>PT

8 10
Fequency [Hz]

RC2 <=>PT

12

8 10
Fequency [Hz]

12 10
Fequency [Hz]

12

Fig. 20. Power spectra, coherence and phase for the detector combination of the flow signal
RC2 in loop 2 and reactor pressure.

high coherence between these two detectors is surely due to the fact that the pressure sensor
is located in the same loop as the flow sensor, namely in loop two. Notice also that it is only
the peaks at 6.8 Hz and 10.5 Hz, which yield a high coherence. The other two peaks at
8.6 Hz in the flow signal and 12.1 Hz in the pressure signal do not give rise to any
significant coherence in Fig. 20.

In Fig. 21 the maximum coherence between all signals in the frequency range 5.75-
12.88 Hz can be studied. It is interesting to investigate the coherence between the resonance
peaks in the incore and excore neutron detectors with the ones in the flow and pressure
signals. The idea is that the pressure oscillations excite the core barrel vibrations or
alternatively are caused by the core barrel vibrations. In either case, there should be a strong
coherence between the pressure and excore signals. However, the pressure signal has its
resonance peaks at somewhat different frequencies as compared to the core barrel vibration
peaks in the excore signals. Further, it has only a weak coherence with the excore signals,
i.e. -56% with N2U, <40% with the other excore detectors and even less with the incore
detectors (see Fig. 21). Thus, the pressure resonances seem to be only weakly related to the
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core barrel vibrations and hence the peaks may be due to standing pressure waves (sound
waves) in the primary loops instead.

The 8.6 Hz flow resonances in RC1-3 show a medium strong coherence with the incore
detectors A and E (-50% in Fig. 21). Thus, this particular flow resonance seems to have
some connection to the vibrations in the incore detectors. The other flow resonances,
however, have very low coherence with the incore detectors. The relationship of the flow
signals with the excore detectors is more difficult to interpret, since N3L and N1U yield
significant coherences (-50-60%) but all other excores yield smaller coherences (<35%) as
can be seen in Fig. 21. Thus, the flow resonance at 8.6 Hz seems to be somewhat related to
incore fuel vibration at this frequency, although the main resonance frequencies do not
coincide. This indicates that the flow resonance can be a contributing driving force to the
core barrel vibrations, but the core barrel vibrations appear at their mechanical resonance
frequency rather than at the frequency of the driving force.

Another point which should be noted about this measurement is the incorrect
temperature noise recorded at high frequencies, i.e. above 2-3 Hz for TCs and 10 Hz for
inlet RTD signals. The temperature recorded by the temperature sensor decays quickly with
increasing frequency, because of the long time constant of the sensor. However, the
digitally sampled signal decays only until it reaches a stable minimum noise level, which is
given by the characteristics of the measurement equipment, i.e. the sensor, amplifier, AD
converter etc. At this low signal level, there may be some small leakage of current between
different channels in the measurement system. Consequently a coherence estimate between
such signals can result in a high artificial coherence (i.e. not physical). Thus, one needs to
keep this in mind when temperature signals are sampled at high frequency. An example of
this effect is shown in Fig. 22 at -20 Hz.

Thermocouple T32

Artificial spectral components

10"

10 15 20
Fequency [Hz]

30

Fig. 22. PSD of thermocouple TC-32.
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3.3. Axial variation of the incore neutron noise

The idea behind the measurement of the noise with an incore detector at different axial
elevations lies with the possibility of identifying different axial modes of vibration of the
fuel and core barrel.

In [8] the results of measurements with an incore detector at seven different axial
elevations are described. The measurements were performed in the Sequoyah-1 reactor, a
Westinghouse 1150 MWe PWR. Two peaks were found in each incore neutron spectrum,
one at 3 Hz and another one at different frequencies in the 6-8 Hz range. It was found that
the vibration peak in the 6-8 Hz region was situated at 6.5 Hz in the PSD recorded with the
incore detector in the upper half of the core, while the peak was located at 7 Hz in the PSD
recorded in the lower part of the core. A similar behaviour was also observed in the spectra
of the upper and lower excore detectors. This indicates the simultaneous presence of two
overlapping resonance peaks, where each peak dominates at different axial levels in the
core, i.e. they have different axial mode shapes. By plotting the NPSD values as a function
of axial elevation, the mode shapes can be determined. At 3 Hz the results indicated a
fundamental (sinusoidal) fuel assembly mode with fixed end conditions. At 6.5 Hz the
mode shape curve indicated a mode with a fixed end condition at the core bottom and a
loose end at the top. At 7 Hz the curve shows a fixed end condition at the top of the core and
a loose end at the bottom. In [8] the authors draw the conclusion that the mode at 7 Hz is
driven by vibrations of the core-support plate, while the 6.5 Hz mode is driven by upper tie
plate vibrations. We consider these two modes as aspects of complicated core barrel
vibrations rather than pure fuel assembly vibrations with the 3 Hz resonance.

In the 1998 measurement at Ringhals-4, we recorded the signal of incore detector A at
four different axial elevations. Fig. 23 shows the mean of the signal from the incore detector
A as a function of axial elevation from the core bottom (solid) and the calculated axial
variation of the bundle power (dashed). The figure indicates that the measured mean values
agree reasonably well with the calculated power profile. In Fig. 24 we show the NPSDs of
the incore neutron noise with the detector located in the upper and lower half of the core
(249 cm and 144 cm from the core bottom). The figure clearly shows that the noise
spectrum is significantly different between the upper and lower part of the core in the
frequency region 5-12 Hz. A similar behaviour of the noise can be found in the excore
detectors N44 in Fig. 25. The other excore signals show relatively similar spectral signature
at ~8 Hz, although one can distinguish a split resonance peak and larger resonance
amplitude for the lower excore detectors than for the upper ones. Further, there is also a
possible small resonance peak at 10.2 Hz in the excore NPSDs.

To determine mode shapes, we have followed [8] and plotted a series of figures in Fig.
26 of the NPSD amplitude as a function of axial elevation and at discrete frequencies. The
figures have been plotted at the frequencies corresponding to the resonance peaks in Fig.
24, i.e. 2.6, 6.0, 8.0 and 10.2 Hz, which are indicated by arrows in the figure. Based on Fig.
26 we can determine the mode shapes by comparison with theoretical mode shapes shown
in Fig. 27. The mode shape at 2.6 Hz can thus be interpreted as a fundamental mode fuel
assembly vibrations with fixed end conditions. This figure is equivalent to the case in [8] at
3 Hz. At 6 Hz, Fig. 26 suggests that the amplitude is increasing in the upward direction
equivalent to the case in [8] at 6.5 Hz. The mode shape corresponds to a fixed end at the
bottom and a free end at the top of the core (with free we mean that this end is fastened
properly, but that it allows significantly larger vibration amplitudes than & fixed end). This
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corresponds to vibrations driven by the upper tie plate according to [8]. The largest PSD
peaks are found at 8 Hz, whose mode shape curve does not correspond to any shape
analysed in [8]. However, the shape can be interpreted as a first higher order vibration mode
of the fuel assemblies. The mode shape at 10.2 Hz has a fixed end at the top and a free end
at the bottom. This latter case corresponds to forced vibrations driven by core support plate
vibrations ([8]). The important 8 Hz vibration peak may actually have a mode shape similar
to the one at 10.2 Hz, but since the amplitudes are larger at 8 Hz there may be mechanical
constraints which decrease the amplitude at the bottom and as a result yield a modified
mode shape. This situation can be clarified by performing measurements at a larger number
of axial points, e.g. at seven evenly spaced axial points.

The mode shapes shown in Fig. 27 with a free end (i.e. pendulum or bending modes)
correspond in fact to what we usually refer to as core barrel vibrations. Thus, the core barrel
may perform beam mode vibrations with either its top or bottom as the free end and the fuel
assemblies just follow this vibration. Because the core barrel is very stiff, it does not
perform the mode shapes with the fixed end conditions. These modes are only performed by
the fuel assemblies themselves. Further, the fuel assembly modes may be excited either by
the core barrel vibrations or by flow oscillations. Previously we noticed a weak coupling
between the flow oscillations at 8.6 Hz and the incore signals, which may be an excitation
mechanism although this is contradicted by the fact that no such coupling can be found at
2.6 Hz. The low frequency thermohydraulic fluctuations are probably the most significant
excitation source, although no significant coherence can be found with the flow or pressure
signals at these low frequencies.

This investigation of the axial variation of the incore noise has shown that there are
several vibration modes contributing to the peaks present in incore and excore spectra in the
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Fig. 26. NPSD amplitude of incore detector A at different discrete frequencies and as a function of
elevation from core bottom.
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Fig. 27. Theoretical mode shapes expressed as PSD amplitudes as functions of axial
elevation. The text in the figure refer to the boundary conditions.
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frequency range 6-12 Hz. This also sheds some light on a somewhat confusing result in [4].
There it was found that for the Ringhals-2 PWR, the peak amplitude calculated from the
upper excore detectors was larger than the one calculated from the lower detectors. The
main vibration peak in Ringhals-2 is at -7 Hz and this peak most certainly has the mode
shape corresponding to a free condition at the top (see Fig. 27). The peak amplitudes of the
Ringhals-3 and 4 reactors, however, are larger for the lower excore detectors than for the
upper ones. This corresponds to the situation at hand, with the main vibration mode being at
~8 Hz and a mode shape corresponding to either the free end at the bottom condition or,
which we feel is less likely, to the first harmonic of the fuel assembly vibrations.

3.4. Temperature noise, subcooled boiling and low frequency flow oscillations

In the measurement, the inlet and core-exit temperatures were recorded. The flux
fluctuations were measured by both incore and excore neutron detectors. The incore
detectors, denoted by A-E, where located radially according to the core map shown in Fig.
14. Core exit thermocouples (denoted by T3, T7 etc.) were measured above the core for fuel
channels neighbouring the ones where the incore detectors were measured (see Fig. 14).
The positions of the excore detectors denoted by N41-N44 are also shown in Fig. 14.

In Fig. 28 we show the maximum coherence [%] between all measured temperature
and flux detectors in the frequency region 0-2 Hz. The coherence is a measure of the
statistical similarity between two signals as a function of frequency. If two signals are
independent, they will have zero coherence, while two fully dependent signals will have a
coherence of unity. Based mainly on Fig. 28, we can draw some general conclusions about
the temperature and flux noise:

• Fig. 28 shows that the coherence is virtually zero between all inlet temperature RTDs
(TE1-TE3) and all other signals, i.e. the core exit TCs, incore and excore neutron
detectors. Thus, they have no temperature fluctuations in common and the fluctuations
measured at the core exit are generated in between these two detectors (i.e. at the core
inlet and inside the core).

• The TCs T43 and T32 have some coherence with the corresponding incore detectors E
and A and also to a lesser extent with the excore detectors, but the other TCs have no
coherence with either incore or excore detectors.

• The incore detectors correlate well with neighbouring excore detectors. They also have
some mutual coherence with each other, e.g. the group of detectors A, B and C which are
relatively close to each other have -60 % maximum coherence between 0 and 2 Hz. The
other two incore detectors have somewhat smaller coherence with the mentioned group
and with each other.

• The excore detectors have a very high coherence between upper and lower detectors in
the same quadrant. Between excore detectors located in different quadrants, the
coherence is less significant. Since the coherence is very high between the upper and
lower excore signals in each quadrant, we will in the continuation use the sum of the
upper and lower excore signals rather than the upper lower signals separately.

• The recirculation flow and pressure signals have in general no coherence with the core
exit TCs, excore and incore neutron detectors. However, RC2 and the pressure signals
have a small coherence with incore A (-25%) and the excore detectors.

In Section 4 we will analyse the measurements what regards the connection between
temperature and relative flux fluctuations in order to estimate the moderator temperature
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coefficient (MTC) of the reactor. Here, we will discuss the origin and nature of the basic
thermohydraulic noise sources affecting the flux and temperature detector signals.

The coherences between the detectors outside the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), i.e.
the inlet temperature, pressure and recirculation flow sensors, and the neutron and
temperature detectors inside the core are generally quite low. This shows that the origin of
the noise sources in the core is to be found inside the RPV. Hence, the basic possible
thermohydraulic noise sources at low frequencies are inlet temperature fluctuations
generated in the downcomer and lower plenum, temperature fluctuations generated inside
the core, axial flow velocity fluctuations, flow mixing and redistribution in the core and
heat transfer fluctuations.

The heat transfer coefficient is related to the coolant flow velocity via the Dittus-
Boelter correlation and thus heat transfer fluctuations are equivalent to flow velocity
fluctuations [21]. Since the coolant can be considered as incompressible, flow velocity
fluctuations appear at all axial elevations simultaneously without time-delay. Temperature
fluctuations, on the other hand, travel axially with the flow. Hence, there is a time-delay for
the transport between a lower level and an upper level. A complication is that the
thermocouple response time also induces an artificial time-delay due to the sensor itself.

In Fig. 29 we show the coherence and phase between T32 and incore detector A at
Incore detector A at elevation = 330 Incore detector A at elevation = 330
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Fig. 29. Coherence and phase between in-core detector A (El 1) and core
exit thermocouple T32 as a function of axial elevation.

different axial elevations. The linear, negative slope of the phase curve indicates a time
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delay between the neutron and thermocouple signals. The time delay can be calculated from
the slope of the phase curve as

(6)
360 • A/

where Acp is the change of angle during the frequency change A/. Alternatively the time
delay can be found from the minimum of the cross-correlation function (CCF), which is
shown in Fig. 30. The figure shows that the time delay is almost constant, although there is
a small increase as the distance between the incore and TC increases, i.e. a weak transport
effect. Hence, the thermocouple time constant is most responsible for the time delay
observed.
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exit thermocouple T32 as a function of axial elevation.

The coherence between the temperature and flux fluctuations is in general quite low.
This indicates that there are noise sources present, which are recorded by one detector but
not by the other. One reason for this could be the spatial separation of the detectors. The
incore detectors and thermocouples are located close to each other in the radial direction,
but they are separated by a large distance in the axial direction. Thus, for example by
assuming independent temperature fluctuations at every axial point and that these
fluctuations then travel upward with the flow, the temperature detector at the top would
record fluctuations which would not pass the neutron detector. This would decrease the
coherence between the signals. However, Fig. 29 shows that the coherence does not change
much with elevation and we cannot prove the expected general trend of higher coherence
with higher elevation. This also indicates that even if we had temperature and neutron flux
detectors at the same axial and radial position, it is not certain that this would improve the
coherence.
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The detectors also have different ranges of sensitivity, i.e. the so-called field of view.
The temperature changes measured by the thermocouple detector can be considered
completely local, while the neutron detectors have a somewhat larger range, which decays
with the migration length in all directions. Assuming that the temperature fluctuations are
different in different fuel channels and since the thermocouples record the local changes
while the neutron detectors record both the global change in power and the local
fluctuations averaged over its field of view, the coherence between the temperature and flux
fluctuations may be reduced.

Model calculations performed in [21] show that pure inlet temperature fluctuations
decrease in amplitude with increasing elevation in the core, while temperature fluctuations
given rise by velocity fluctuations increase with increasing elevation. The normalized
power spectra of the incore detector A at low frequencies and at different elevations are
shown in Fig. 31. The PSD amplitude is smallest for the signal with the incore detector at
the lowest lying axial position, while the other signals have more similar amplitudes. At
-0.4 Hz, where the coherence is relatively high in Fig. 29, the PSD amplitude increases
monotonically with increasing elevation of the incore detector A. This can be interpreted as
the velocity fluctuations being the dominating noise source at low frequencies. Further,
velocity fluctuations would yield a constant time delay independent of axial elevation and
determined only by the thermocouple time constant. In Fig. 30 we have a weak increase in
time delay which indicates some transport. Thus, the noise sources are probably mixed but
the indications, i.e. the time delay is almost independent of axial elevation, the coherence
does not change with elevation and the PSD increases with increasing elevation, all point
towards the velocity fluctuations as being the main noise source at low frequencies.

The question whether subcooled boiling is taking place or not cannot be definitely
answered by the use of the present measurement, because the indications of the existence of
subcooled boiling coincide with those for other sources of noise. In case two axially
separated neutron detectors at the same radial position show coherence (with characteristic
dips) and a linear phase at low frequencies, then we expect steam bubbles to pass both
detectors. This is the case for the neutron detectors in a boiling water reactor. In a PWR, on
the other hand, we have only one neutron detector and a temperature detector which are
axially separated. Further, the generation of subcooled steam bubbles, bubble detachment
and collapse yield fluctuations in the neutron detector and they also generate temperature
fluctuations which are transported to the core exit thermocouple. However, it is not possible
to separate these fluctuations in the flux and temperature signals from other noise sources,
e.g. fluctuations in heat generation and inlet temperature, which also affect both detectors in
a similar way.

Several of the PWR units at Ringhals have experienced a large number of frequently
occurring flux tilt alarms in the control room at times close to the end of the fuel cycle. The
purpose of the alarm is to warn the operator for the case of a tilted flux, which corresponds
to the situation when the flux is significantly larger in one part (quadrant) of the core than in
the other parts. An investigation made by the operator personnel has showed that this alarm
appears and vanishes irregularly and that there is no steady state tilt in the flux and hence
the alarms are false. The tilt criteria is found by dividing each of the four excore neutron
detector signals with the average of all four excore signals and hence four tilt signals are
obtained. The flux tilt alarm is set off when any of these tilt signals exceed a specific
threshold value. The threshold value was originally set to 1.02 but due to the large number
of false alarms the threshold value has been raised to 1.03 on Ringhals-3 and 4.
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Fig. 31. NPSDs of incore detector A for different elevations from the core bottom.

The appearance of the flux tilt alarms is a consequence of the strong low frequency
noise in the excore neutron detectors. In Fig. 32 we show PSDs, coherence and phase for
the excore detectors N43L and N44L and for the core exit thermocouples T32 and T43. The
signals in Fig. 32 were measured in 1998 during a two hour long measurement with a
sampling frequency of 8 Hz. In this measurement there were no incore detectors present in
the core. The excore detectors in Fig. 32 have some mutual coherence at low frequencies
and the phase curve shows that they are out-of-phase. There is no real resonance peak in the
PSDs or in the coherence and thus there is no deterministic flux oscillation, but instead a
random shifting phenomenon. Hence, there is a general tendency at low frequencies that an
increased flux in excore detector N43 coincides with a decrease in N44. The thermocouples
T32 and T43 also show the same tendency in Fig. 32 with their signals being out-of-phase
at low frequencies, i.e. in the frequency region <0.5 Hz. Further, the incore detectors A and
E are also out-of-phase as obtained from the measurement with a 64 Hz sampling
frequency.

Problems similar to those mentioned above have been described in [9], where it was
found that a flow shifting effect is the basic responsible physical phenomenon. Further, the
temperature coefficient works as an amplification factor between the resulting temperature
fluctuations and the excore neutron noise. The amplification also increases as the fuel cycle
progresses and thus the likelihood of flux tilt alarms increases as well. This interpretation is
based on the fact that the thermocouples are affected by flow rate changes and changes in
temperature noise and not by mechanical vibrations. Further, temperature noise can in
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general be considered as weakly correlated between different fuel channels and thus the
most likely interpretation is the flow shifting effect. According to [9], some studies have
shown that there exist non-stationary flow vortices in the lower plenum and when the vortex
structure changes, it affects the temperature distribution in the core. This source of flow
shifting can probably be enhanced or decreased by changes in the geometry of the core
internals, e.g. by using different fuel types.

The threshold for flux tilt alarms was originally determined such that an alarm would
be set off if there is a significant asymmetric redistribution of power, which is a safety
concern because of the lowered thermal margins in the part of the core with increased
power, and the probability of obtaining false alarms. Subsequent geometrical changes to the
flow paths, e.g. new types of fuel, have led to the appearance of the flow shifting effect and
the increase in the number of false alarms at the end of cycle. Hence, the problem can be
solved either by changing the flow geometry to decrease the amplitude of the flow shifting
effect or increasing the threshold value for the tilt alarm. This latter change has already been
implemented at Ringhals-3 and 4. Another alternative could be to have two alarm levels,
one low level alarm e.g. 1.02 filtered with a very long time constant (i.e. several tens of
seconds) to average out the oscillations, but still yield an alarm for a persisting flux tilt, and
another unfiltered high level alarm e.g. 1.05 for safety against fast flux tilt transients.

4. INVESTIGATION OF THE POSSIBILITY OF MEASURING
THE MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT (MTC)

USING NOISE METHODS.
LITERATURE SURVEY AND MEASUREMENT EVALUATION.

4.1. Literature survey

4.1.1. Definition of the MTC and different ways of measuring it

According to the newest American Standard [10], the Moderator Temperature
Coefficient (MTC) is the reactivity variation due to a change of the inlet temperature of the
coolant, divided by the average temperature change. In Pressurized Water Reactors
(PWRs), this average temperature is defined as:

Tave = (T inlet+ T outlet)/^ C7)

This reactivity change must be correlated solely to the modification of the moderator
properties, but a change in moderator temperature affects core reactivity both directly and
indirectly. The direct effects are the modification of the moderator density (density
component of the MTC at a macroscopic level), and also the neutron moderation due to
changes in the thermal scattering of water (temperature-only or spectral component of the
MTC at a microscopic level) [11]. These changes have secondary effects, such as the
redistribution of the axial flux, and the MTC must account for these as well. The definition
of the average temperature does not account for changes to the core volume-average
moderator temperature caused by changes in the axial power shape of the core. If the
measurement technique significantly perturbs the axial power shape, the observed change in
temperature as defined above will not accurately reflect the change in the core-average
moderator temperature, on which the true MTC is dependent according to the standard [12].
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The MTC must be determined twice during each fuel cycle: at the Beginning Of Cycle
(BOC) and Hot Zero-Power (HZP), and at near End Of Cycle (EOC) at Hot Full Power
(HFP). The objective of the measurement early in the cycle is to demonstrate that the MTC
is negative (preventing from the consequences of a power increase), while the objective
near the end of cycle is to show that it remains less negative than some prescribed limit
(preventing from the consequences of a cooldown event). The Isothermal Temperature
Coefficient (ITC), which is actually measured at BOC, is determined by inducing a
heatup/cooldown cycle while the reactor is at zero power. This is probably the most
accurate measurement of a reactivity coefficient that can be performed (even if the Doppler
effect has to be accounted for). In contrast, the MTC measurement at power is relatively
inaccurate as will be explained below [13].

The first reason of the inaccuracy is that the MTC value at EOC is an extrapolated
value: the measurement at power is carried out at seven Days Equivalent Full Power
(DEFP) after the boron concentration in the core has reached 300 ppm (about three months
before EOC). This value is extrapolated to 0 ppm (End Of Cycle) and compared to the
design limit value. If the extrapolated value is a larger negative value than the limit, there is
a risk of violation of the Technical Specifications and consequently of the safety limit. In
this situation, the measurement of the MTC is repeated each 14 DEFP. If the violation is
confirmed, the concerned accidents are re-evaluated with a more severe initial value for the
MTC and meanwhile the reactor is brought to shutdown conditions [14].

The second reason for the inaccuracy of the MTC determination is that in all the
traditional measurement techniques, other parameters than the average coolant temperature
also change during the test. This requires corrections that have to be determined either
experimentally or by calculations. From the calculations point of view, the parameters of
largest consequence for MTC prediction are boron concentration, moderator temperature
and density, and core burn-up. Errors in the calculation of control rod worth, relative HFP
and HZP radial power distributions, and neutron spectrum can also affect both the
calculated MTC and the corrections to the measurements that cannot be determined
experimentally [15]. From the experimental point of view, the measurement uncertainty is
responsible for most of the inaccuracy. A "good" MTC measurement can be defined as a
measurement where the experimental uncertainty is as low as possible, and which does not
rely too much on calculations. This is why several measurement techniques are in use
nowadays, and each of them has some advantages and also disadvantages:

• The power change/xenon transient method [16]. The MTC (and also the power
coefficient) can be determined during a xenon transient. The transient is induced by
a small change in power level, and the inlet temperature is allowed to change in
order to maintain the power level at its new value. Consequently a xenon transient
follows. Unfortunately, this method is based on an explicit computation of the
xenon worth during the test.

• The depletion/stretch-out method [14]. The method consists of determining the
reactivity introduced in the core by the cooling down of the primary coolant and of
the fuel, due to the depletion of the latter. Practically, the fuel depletes itself; the
boron concentration in the core is maintained unchanged; no boration or dilution is
permitted. The thermal power level is also maintained constant. As a result, the
primary coolant average temperature decreases. This decrease is recorded during
about one and a half day. The reduction in boron concentration which would have
been necessary to compensate the fuel depletion (and consequently to bring back
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the average coolant temperature to its initial level) is deduced from the daily boron
evolution curve (linear behaviour), and the reactivity change is inferred from it.
The main advantage in comparison to the boron dilution method (see below) is that
no boron measurement is required. However, one still needs the boron worth,
which can only be determined by calculation. The best precision of this method
may be estimated between 10 and 15% (i.e. the MTC is measured with an accuracy
of ±5 pcm/° C to ± 8 pcm/° C).

The rod swap method with measured control rod worth [12], [17]. In this technique,
the inlet temperature is modified and the control rods are adjusted in order to
counteract the reactivity change due to the moderator temperature variation. In
order to calculate the reactivity coefficient, the differential worth of the control
rods need to be measured. This method presents several advantages. Among them,
one can say that the change in the control rod position is known very accurately.
The purity of the method is also very good from a measurement point of view since
all the data required to calculate the MTC are measured data. Furthermore, this test
can be carried out in a shorter time than the boron swap (see below) because the
time necessary to achieve a new stationary state is lower when no change in the
boron concentration is required. Unfortunately, this method has also some
drawbacks such as the relatively large uncertainty associated with the differential
rod worth at power. Since the control rods used to balance temperature changes are
typically near the top of the core, it is difficult for the intermediate range detectors
located near the core midplane to see the full reactivity effect of the rod motion.
This spatial effect is complicated by the presence of thermal-hydraulic neutronic
feedback effects, which also inhibit the ability of the detector to sense the rod
motion. As a matter of fact, the prompt-jump technique, used to measure rod
worth, measures the reactivity worth of the rod movement at the "instant" of
motion. The prompt-jump reactivity value is only a part of the reactivity worth
associated with rod motion. Feedback effects that accompany the change in rod
position account for the other part of the total reactivity change due to rods.
Another main disadvantage of this method is the significant perturbation in the
axial power shape of the core, thus introducing a bias in the observed temperature
change. To correct for this, one must use an axial power shape correction factor,
which must be determined prior to the test. Finally, some of the time gains
achieved through not making changes to the boron concentration will be lost by the
necessity of performing differential rod worth measurements between each
temperature change.

The rod swap method with predicted control rod worth [12]. In this case, the
differential rod worth is not measured but computed. Consequently, no explicit
correction for changes in axial power shape during the test will be needed since
any changes in axial power shape during the test will be caused primarily by
control rod insertion and withdrawal, and thus it is entirely accounted for in the
calculations (the changes to axial power shape caused solely by the change in inlet
moderator temperature are relatively small, compared with those caused by the
changes in control rod position). One the other hand, this measurement technique
relies entirely on the calculated differential rod worth, which is not pure from a
measurement viewpoint.
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• The boron dilution method [12], [14]. This is the most commonly used method
worldwide in PWRs. The method consists in modifying the inlet moderator
temperature through the heat removed at the steam generator, and compensating
the corresponding reactivity change by a modification of the boron concentration.
The main strength of the boron swap is that the differential boron worth can be
easily predicted to a high accuracy with today's reactor codes, and the differential
boron worth is not particularly sensitive to the range of conditions encountered
during this test. Furthermore, the boron dilution method induces a relatively small
modification in the axial power shape, so that the definition of the average
temperature in (7) is representative of the core volume-average moderator
temperature change with reasonable accuracy. Nevertheless, the axial shape shift is
also taken into account in the calculation of the reactivity corrections. This method
has also several weaknesses such as the relatively large uncertainty in the
measurement of the boron concentration. Because of the time required to ensure
that the boron concentration is in equilibrium and is not changing, this test can take
up to 12 h to perform. This amount of time increases the possibility of changes to
other core parameters such as power, xenon worth, and fuel burnup. Although the
test is performed at near-full power, it has been considered inappropriate to
perform the measurement at exactly 100% power because of the proximity of the
high flux trip setpoints. This slight drop in generator output during the
measurement involves a significant loss of revenue. This method results also in the
generation of significant volumes of radioactive waste water, which can be very
costly to process. Finally, and most importantly, this test induces a plant transient
that the operators must monitor for about 24 h until steady-state conditions are
again achieved. One can say also that the purity of this method has been
compromised by using a predicted differential boron worth. Furthermore, one final
issue with the boron swap method that has surfaced recently pertains to the
neutronic depletion of the soluble B-10 in the reactor coolant, which must be
accounted for.

The inability to accurately predict the MTC may then require [15]:

• to establish limits of rod withdrawal, which may reduce plant operational
flexibility;

• to reduce the cycle length because of an EOC MTC limit;

• to degrade the core loading pattern in order to meet a BOC MTC limit instead of
establishing rod withdrawal limits;

• additional MTC measurements during startup physics testing.

Unfortunately, no measurement technique so far allows reaching the expected level of
accuracy. This is primarily due to the fact that the variation of the inlet temperature is
accompanied by other counteracting processes, which cannot be evaluated precisely. This is
why a method for the determination of the MTC without any disturbance of the system,
such as the noise analysis of the neutron detectors and the thermocouples could provide, is
very promising, if one can guarantee that this method is reliable enough.

It is worth mentioning also that in most of the MTC estimations by noise analysis, the
core-exit thermocouple signals are used, whereas the mean between the inlet and the outlet
thermocouples should be used according to the standard. This is because at frequencies
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below 1 Hz, the core-exit thermocouple signal follows more closely the core-average
temperature fluctuations than the mean signal does [18].

4.1.2. Experimental investigations

It was probably Thie [19] who first suggested to use the neutron and the temperature
noise to determine the MTC. If a temperature noise of a root-mean-square value aT in a
selected frequency band acts in combination with an effective transfer function GQ (the so-
called zero-power reactor transfer function in the corresponding frequency band) and a
temperature coefficient a c , one expects to observe a root-mean-square fractional flux
change of:

This approach was tested by Tiirkcan at the Borssele PWR in the Netherlands [20]. The
MTC estimation was not successful since this equation yields a biased result caused by
contamination from many different noise sources present in an operating PWR [21] (such as
core barrel motion, coolant flow fluctuations, stochastic variations in the fission chain
reaction, fuel rod motion, control rod motion, etc.). Later Por [22] proved that this
parameter can be better approximated if one uses the ratio of CPSD^^ > § r (Cross-Power
Spectral Density between the neutron and temperature noise) and APSD§T (Auto-Power
Spectral Density of the temperature noise). This is due to the fact that the RMS ratio
contains the contribution of the other noise sources as well, whereas the ratio of CPSD to
APSD does not (these two ratios are identical only if the other noise sources are negligible).
This second estimator is called the Hx (co) estimator of the MTC and is defined as follows:

' C f"W"< ( l )> (9)
G0«o)

Another estimator was proposed by Herr et al. [23] and is defined as follows:

1

The ratio of H^ca) to H2((d) is simply the coherence y^/^ §7 between the neutron
and the temperature noise:

Assuming a perfect correlation between the two signals (i.e. a coherence of unity or no
extraneous noise in either signal), H^oo) and H2((ii) are identical. However, when the
coherence is not unity, /^(eo) is biased low and is the lower bound of the estimate while
H2((d) is biased high and is the upper bound of the estimate. In principle, one of the
advantages in using the H2((d) estimator is that the neutron flux APSD should be less
biased than that of the thermocouple, since the neutron flux perturbations can be directly
measured within the core [24]. The frequency response of the in-core fission chambers is
also superior to that of the thermocouples. However in practice, since the relative
measurement noise in the neutron signal is much larger than that in the temperature signal,
using H^co) will give a more correct estimate of the transfer function than H2((£>) [25].
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Another estimate, H3((d), was proposed as the optimal estimator when noise exists in
both the input and the output signals [23]. This estimator is simply the mean of H^Gi) and
H2(co) and it tends to bridge the gap between the upper and lower bounds of the estimates:

(12)

Similarly, the geometric mean of H^oo) and H2((£>) can be used as a MTC estimator
as follows [26]:

(13)

In the previous estimators, the zero-power (or open-loop) transfer function Go(co) was
used. In principle, the at-power (or closed-loop) transfer function should be used. But this is
of little significance if one evaluates the estimators in the frequency range where the
coherence is maximum: some theoretical investigations have shown that this correction
only affects the very low frequencies far below the lower limit of the integration interval
(see §4.1.3.).

The total transfer function should also account for the thermocouple time constant and
the separation distance effects between the in-core neutron detectors and the core-exit
thermocouples [23]. This is why Oguma et al. [27] proposed the following estimator of the
MTC:

{ }
G0(co) APSD&T((a)

where:

• G 5 r S r (co) is the transfer function from the coolant temperature in the core to
core exitcoolant temperature;

• G 5 r 5 r (co) is the thermocouple response function;
CPSDL/t 5 r(co)

• —Apart ^ \— 1S t ' i e t r a n s^ e r function from ex-core thermocouple signal to

neutron signal.

The sensor response time constant can be estimated using an univariate Auto-
Regressive and Moving Averaging (ARMA) modelling. The transfer function from the
coolant temperature in the core to core exit coolant temperature must be modelled. Usually,
a pure time delay is assumed between these two quantities.

The main problem with the MTC determination by noise analysis is that the coherence
between the neutron detectors and the thermocouples is usually very small in the frequency
region of interest. Since the MTC estimator fluctuates significantly over this frequency
interval, an integral over this frequency range is taken to ensure higher statistical accuracy
of the MTC. But one has to select this frequency band in order to take only the reactivity
effect of the moderator temperature fluctuations into account. As a rule, the linear phase
curve is an important check for avoiding erroneous estimate on the MTC [28], [29], [30]:
the linear phase corresponds to the time delay for the temperature fluctuations to travel from
the in-core neutron detector to the core-exit thermocouple. The slope is thus inversely
proportional to the coolant flow rate (if the response time of the temperature sensor is
negligible in comparison with the transit time, otherwise this detector time constant must be
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taken into account [31], [32]). Consequently, one has to select the frequency band by
looking not only at the coherence but also at the phase behaviour. This generally gives the
upper limit of the frequency range (the sink frequency is usually around 1 Hz).

The lower bound of the frequency interval is determined by the dynamic behaviour of
the heat transfer between the fuel and the coolant. The heat transfer dynamics from fuel to
coolant has a large time constant (usually around 5 s). Therefore, the high-frequency (above
0.1 Hz) components in the fuel temperature fluctuations will be greatly attenuated in the
heat transfer process, and their final effect on the moderator temperature will be negligible.
On the other hand, if the driving source is the moderator temperature fluctuations, then this
can cause fluctuations in the fuel temperature through the heat transfer process and thus
affect the neutron flux. Because of the nature of the heat transfer dynamics, the high-
frequency fluctuations in the moderator temperature will have little effect on the fuel
temperature at this frequency. Thus in the case of moderator temperature fluctuations as the
driving noise source, the high-frequency neutron power fluctuations are caused by the
moderator temperature reactivity effect and thus are not relevant to the fuel temperature
coefficient [24], [33], [29], [34]. Nevertheless, recent theoretical investigations have shown
that in very specific cases, the MTC determination can be biased by the Doppler effect (see
§ 4.1.3.). Simply speaking, by imposing a low frequency limit, the coolant temperature
fluctuation at the core exit can be measured before the feedback begins to alter the coolant
temperature.

In principle, the standing wave pressure fluctuations can also cause temperature
fluctuations and finally neutron fluctuations via reactivity coefficient. But as pointed out by
Por et al. [36], the first direct effect, the effect of density fluctuations on the neutron
slowing-down might be bigger, so that these pressure fluctuations can be neglected even if
in the frequency range of interest these fluctuations play some role.

Several experimental investigations have been carried out in order to estimate the MTC
through one or several cycles by noise analysis. The idea of monitoring the MTC by noise
analysis came out when it was observed during a fuel campaign that the root-mean-square
of the in-core neutron fluctuations was growing monotonically, whereas the temperature
fluctuations did not present any significant change [24]. Consequently, this rise was
attributed to the increase of the MTC magnitude during the fuel cycle. As explained earlier,
the first attempt was done by Tiirkcan at the Borssele PWR in the Netherlands [20]. His
approach was not successful since he used the ratio of the root-mean-squares, which is
contaminated by other noise sources. Then Aguilar et al. [34] succeeded in monitoring the
linear dependence of the MTC with boron concentration during a whole fuel cycle by using
the ratio between the CPSD and the APSD. This measurement was performed at the Paks
WWER in Hungary by using the ex-core neutron detectors and the core-exit thermocouples.
A similar investigation was performed by Kostic et al. [35] at the Grohnde PWR in
Germany with the use of ex-core neutron detectors and a theoretical prediction of the MTC
at 6 DEFP.

By using the H3((£>) estimator and the at-power relationship between the in-core
neutron flux and reactivity generated from an analytical model, Herr et al. [23] noticed that
the MTC estimation was about half the design-predicted value. For this estimation, the in-
core neutron detectors and the core-exit thermocouples were used. Por et al. [36] noticed
also the increase in the neutron noise during the cycle but pointed out that the MTC
estimation can be biased if new effects, such as in-core vibration in the vicinity of the in-
core neutron string, take place during the cycle. These investigations were conducted at the
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Paks WWER in Hungary by looking at in-core neutron detectors signals. Laggiard et al.
[37] concluded also that the H3((ti) estimator underestimates the true MTC value by a
factor of 5 by using in-core neutron detector signals and core-exit thermocouple signals.

All these experiments lead to the same conclusion: it does not seem possible to give an
absolute determination of the MTC by noise analysis, i.e. a calibration factor to a known
value (either determined by measurement or by core calculations) is needed. However,
Oguma et al. [28] noticed that this calibration factor seems to be constant for different
cycles with different fuel loadings, if one uses the same pairs of detectors. Consequently,
the calibration factor could be more dependent on noise sources that perturb the core than
the noise produced by the core itself. In other words, the calibration factor appears to be
dependent on the flow and temperature distribution of the coolant to the core and thus
mainly dependent on the plant construction and operation. The idea of a proportionality
relationship between the noise estimate and the true MTC value has been reinforced by
Kostic [38], who could estimate the true MTC value by using the backpropagation neural
network technique with the in-core neutron signals and the core-exit thermocouple signals
(the calibration is in fact realized during the training of the network).

Through all these experimental investigations, some trends of typical behaviour can be
noticed:

• Usually no correlation can be observed between the cold leg temperature and core
variables or between the reactor pressure and core variables. This suggests that the
coolant temperature noise is generated in either the downcomer, the core plenum or
the core [27]. Core-inlet temperature fluctuations contribute less than 5% to the
core-exit temperature noise [31];

• The coherence decreases according to the distance between the sensor positions.
This indicates that the sources of temperature noise are spatially distributed and
statistically uncorrelated (i.e. spatially independent) and therefore are probably the
result of turbulence or random heat transfer process rather than perturbations in
core inlet temperature or flow [32]. Note also that the coherence tends to decrease
in the presence of subcooled boiling partially due to the temperature fluctuations
coming from the bubbles born between the thermocouples and the neutron
detectors and the fact that the system is no longer linear [39];

• The in-core neutron detector/core-exit thermocouple pairs taken from the same
assembly or neighbouring assemblies give rather consistent result with small
scatter, whereas the ex-core neutron detector/core-exit thermocouple pairs yield
rather large scatter [27];

• The Normalized Auto-Power Spectral Density (NAPSD) and therefore the
Normalized Root-Mean-Square (NRMS) values of the in-core neutron detector
signals decrease with increasing height in the upper part of the core whereas they
increase in the lower part of the core [35].

4.1.3. Theoretical investigations

The first attempt was performed by Glockler [40] even if other theoretical models have
been studied earlier but only for the monitoring of the MTC sign. A multi-channel model of
a PWR core was developed in which several perturbation sources were considered: core-
inlet coolant temperature fluctuation, in-core coolant velocity fluctuation (channel wide),
and heat generation fluctuation. The multi-channel modelling was simply realized by
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assuming a coupling coefficient between different channels concerning coolant temperature
or velocity fluctuations. The thermal-hydraulic model of axially propagating temperature
perturbations in a multi-channel reactor core consisted of the heat balance equations
between the fuel and the coolant. The neutronic coupling was simply realized by assuming
that the in-core neutron detectors measure a global component of the neutron noise (through
the zero-power transfer function and the reactivity noise) and a local component due to the
coolant temperature fluctuations around the in-core neutron detector. The ex-core neutron
detector were assumed to measure only the global component of the neutron noise. The
reactivity noise was defined through the Doppler effect, the MTC effect, and an external
noise source in a point-kinetic way. Using the Fourier transform, the frequency dependent
complex function of the inlet coolant temperature coefficient of reactivity can be
determined. This coefficient is defined as the reactivity change due to a change of the inlet
coolant temperature.

Glockler showed by numerical simulations that in certain cases and in certain
frequency ranges this calculated reactivity coefficient as frequency dependent, complex
function may approximate the MTC surprisingly well. In principle, this coefficient must be
evaluated by using the ratio between the CPSD of the ex-core neutron detectors and the
core-inlet thermocouples to the APSD of the core-inlet thermocouples. In any case,
whatever the perturbations source is, this coefficient is a very good estimator of the MTC,
in the frequency range 0,1-1,0 Hz.

It is important to underline that the ex-core neutron detectors and the core-inlet
thermocouples should be used. Otherwise the method may give incorrect results, such as in
the following cases except the first item:

• Uncorrelated inlet coolant temperature fluctuations and uncorrelated coolant
velocity fluctuations. The magnitude of the calculated complex function of
reactivity gives an acceptable estimate of the MTC in the frequency range of 0,1-
1,0 Hz, whatever the used signals are (in-core/ex-core neutron detectors and core-
exit/core-inlet thermocouples).

• Fully coupled and increased in-core coolant velocity fluctuations. The functions
based on core-inlet temperature noise give a good estimation of the MTC in the
frequency range of 0,1-1.0 Hz. However, the three transfer functions of reactivity
based on correlating core-exit temperature noise with the ex-core neutron detector,
an in-core neutron detector located in the same channel as the thermocouple, or an
in-core neutron detector located in a different channel, give an estimate that is
higher than the preset MTC value. These results show that in extreme cases, when
the in-core coolant velocity fluctuations are strong and the velocity fluctuations in
different channels are completely correlated, the transfer functions of reactivity
given by core-exit temperature signals and in-core/ex-core neutron signals provide
biased estimates of the MTC.

• Strong fluctuation of independent (external) reactivity. The transfer functions based
on core-inlet temperature noise give a good estimate of the MTC in the frequency
range of 0,1-1.0 Hz. The other three transfer functions of reactivity based on
correlating core-exit temperature noise with the ex-core neutron detector, an in-
core neutron detector located in the same channel as the thermocouple, or an in-
core neutron detector located in a different channel, give biased estimates of the
MTC below 0.5 Hz.
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• Strong local component in the in-core neutron noise. The transfer functions based
on correlating core-inlet or core-exit temperature noise and ex-core or in-core
neutron noise from a coolant channel other than the channel of the thermocouples,
give equally acceptable estimates of the MTC in the frequency range of 0,1-1,0 Hz,
despite the existence of a strong, and axially propagating local component in the
in-core neutron noise. The two transfer functions of reactivity based on correlating
core-inlet or core-exit temperature noise with the in-core neutron noise signal from
the same coolant channel give a much higher estimate of the MTC over the whole
examined frequency range.

A similar theoretical model has been studied by Thomas et al. [21]. But in this case, a
1-D single channel model was considered and the neutronic coupling was realized by
writing the point-kinetics equations in each axial node (no coupling between the kinetics
equations at adjacent axial nodes except through the temperature feedback). Both a
frequency domain and a time domain analysis was performed. Figs. 33 and 34 show that
there is a proportionality relationship between the MTC magnitude and the Frequency
Response Function (FRF) magnitude between in-core neutron flux and core-exit coolant
temperature, either for a coolant velocity driving source (the results are similar also for a
heat transfer coefficient driving fluctuation) or an inlet temperature driving source. The
same conclusion can be derived for the at-power FRF between the reactivity and neutron
flux since the zero-power transfer function can be approximated by 1/(3 in the frequency
range of interest. Nevertheless, the shape of the FRFs depends among other things on the
driving noise source. It has been noticed also that the amplitude of temperature fluctuations
decreases with axial displacement from the bottom of the core if they are not driven by
coolant velocity fluctuations, rather exist from the inlet, and increases with increasing axial
height if they are driven by the velocity fluctuations.

0.0
0,0 0.5

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Fig. 34. Analytical FRF between in-core neutron flux and core-exit coolant
temperature assuming an inlet temperature driving source (from Ref. [21])
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Fig. 33. Analytical FRF between in-core neutron flux and core-exit
coolant temperature assuming a coolant velocity driving source (from
Ref. [21])

In another work, Laggiard et al. [41] explained that the MTC obtained by noise
analysis is lower than the design-predicted value for three main reasons. First of all, the
separation distance between the in-core neutron detector and the core-exit thermocouple
must be accounted for. The following MTC estimator was thus proposed:

lAPSDST(a>,zT)
AP5D8r(co, zw)J (15)

o> 57V

where zj and z^ are the thermocouple and neutron detector positions, respectively. Of
course, APSD§T((£>, zN) cannot be measured in practice and must be evaluated by a
numerical modelling.

Later on [37], [42], the correction to either the H3(CG) or the H4(co) estimator was
given as follows:

= MZ^.H (16)

where:

• L is the top of the core axial position;
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* yo(z) is the coolant velocity at the axial elevation z\
z

• Iz= \q(z')e a z dz' with q{z') and a(co) being the normalized axial power

shape1 and the inverse of the attenuation length for temperature fluctuations,

respectively.

Secondly, the reactor transfer function is described by the point-kinetics, whereas the
applicability of this over-simplified model is questionable. Consequently, the kinetic space
effects were investigated by using the DIN3D code for a prototype reactor. The neutron
kinetics is described by the solution of the 3-D two-group neutron diffusion equations by
means of nodal methods, whereas a thermohydraulic model for one- and two-phase flow
describes each fuel assembly as a coolant channel. Since some experimental investigations
have shown that the coherence is higher between neutron noise and coolant flow noise than
between neutron noise and coolant inlet temperature noise, the coolant velocity was
considered as the driving noise source in this model. The deviations from point kinetics for
nodes positioned close to the centre of the reactor is approximately the same for BOC and
EOC. This fact suggests the goodness of this position for measuring and estimating the
MTC throughout the fuel cycle. Nevertheless, the deviation from point-kinetics is larger for
these bundles than for the ones located at the edge of the reactor.

Finally, the MTC estimators are inherently biased since the neutron detectors measure
a space response of the neutron noise to temperature noise, while the thermocouples only
measure the local behaviour of the temperature noise. And in some cases, contamination
from other noise sources are present in the reactor.

Antonopoulos-Domis et al. [18] have also investigated the MTC problem, but their
approach was somewhat different from the previous ones. In this case, the neutronic
equations were described by the two-group diffusion equations and the first-order
multigroup perturbation theory was used to express the reactivity change induced by the
macroscopic cross-sections fluctuations (due to the coolant temperature noise). Using the
Fourier transform, a new MTC estimator was obtained:

E= 8p(a>)
8row(o)

- •
V0 AT0m

O8V(G)) Sr-ra(co)
"" V AT

(17)

where:

• 8V(co) is the coolant velocity fluctuation;

• VQ is the static coolant velocity;

• A7Om is the static coolant temperature at midplane, or, equivalently, the mean
between the inlet and the outlet temperatures in static conditions.

It is important to mention that this estimator has been obtained with the use of the
open-loop transfer function: in the thermal-hydraulic description of the coolant (in which
the heat transfer from fuel to coolant is assumed to be instantaneous), the power feedback
has been neglected. Furthermore, the effects of separation distance between neutron
detectors and outlet thermocouples were not investigated in this study.
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Consequently, one has:

E =
E =

if the inlet coolant temperature fluctuation is the only noise source;

/ 2 if the coolant velocity fluctuation is the only noise source;

ccc|/2 < E < |ac | for intermediate cases.

If one defines E2 = 2 E and E2s= 2 • Es where Eg is the estimator using the local
flux fluctuations over" the whole reactor and Es uses the mean of the signals from the
different (axially) in-core detectors, one notices that besides E2g and E2s, all the other
estimators (using directly the signal of a single neutron detector) systematically
underestimate the theoretical MTC value when the coolant velocity noise source is assumed
to be two times larger than the inlet coolant one. If the coolant velocity noise source is not
the driving noise source, then E2 and E2s over-predict the MTC value up to a factor of 2
(i.e. when the noise source is entirely due to inlet temperature fluctuations, but this is
seldom the case in reality). Finally, there is almost no difference between the Eg and the Es

estimators, which means that Es is successful in describing the global behaviour of the
reactor.

Housiadas et al. [43] have studied the effect of the Doppler coefficient on the MTC
determination by noise analysis. Using the same procedure to derive the MTC estimator as
[42], they found that the estimator in (17) is in fact biased by the following factor:

/ =

a

1 + -Om

(18)

where:

• Xf is the fuel time constant;

• Qom is the mean static heat flux;

• h is the heat transfer coefficient.

Through numerical simulations, it was noticed that the fuel temperature effect may
become important only when the corresponding coefficient of reactivity a^ is large. The
effect can always be ignored if if > As, or cĉ  < 1.5pcm • K , no matter what the values
of the other parameters are. The effect is practically the same, independently of using a
local (in-core neutron detector with core-exit thermocouple) or global (Es) estimator to
estimate the MTC magnitude. Finally, the induced bias due to the Doppler effect seems to
be relatively insensitive to the magnitude of the MTC. This consequently means that using a
calibration factor to fit the MTC noise estimate to the true MTC value should provide
consistent results throughout the fuel cycle.

4.2. Estimation of the MTC using the 1998 measurement

The MTC is normally measured close to the end of cycle, when the boron
concentration reaches 300 ppm. At the Ringhals NPP, the measurement is performed by
slowly increasing the inlet temperature and counteracting the corresponding reactivity
change by diluting the boron concentration (boron dilution method). The reactor power is
kept constant and it is also assumed that the fuel temperature change is negligible. In any
case, secondary effects are accounted for by using core calculations and the MTC value is
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corrected accordingly. The MTC is then obtained by using the measured average
temperature change in the moderator and the reactivity worth of the measured change in
boron concentration. The reactivity worth of the boron is calculated by using SIMULATE,
a static core simulation code.

Fig. 35 shows the boron concentration and MTC as functions of cycle exposure during
cycle 15 of Ringhals 4 in 1997-1998. At the time of the noise measurement in June 1998,
which is indicated in the figure, the MTC was -51 pcm/° C and the boron concentration was
100 ppm. This figure was calculated by the Dept. of Reactor Physics using SIMULATE-3
and the input decks for Ringhals-4 that we received recently.
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Fig. 35. Boron concentration and MTC as functions of cycle exposure during Ringhals 4
cycle 15 1998.

The idea behind a noise measurement of the MTC is to avoid the application of a
manual perturbation of the reactor system and instead measure the naturally occurring
fluctuations of the moderator temperature Srm(co) and the corresponding response in the
flux/power 8P(co) (Fig. 36). The value for the MTC is then simply given by eqn (19) as

MTC

Sp(co)
G0(a»

8P(CD)

Fig. 36. Schematics of the transfer of moderator temperature fluctuations
into power fluctuations via the MTC.
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MTC - 6 f (c°)

where Go(co) is the point-kinetic zero-power reactor transfer function and 8P (co) is the
relative variation of power (normalized to the static power). In the realization of this noise
measurement of the MTC, we run into several difficulties. Equation (19) is based on point-
kinetics and the zero-power reactor transfer function without feedback. In reality the fuel
temperature feedback will significantly affect the above estimate at low frequencies
(<0.1 Hz). However, for higher frequencies this feedback may be neglected. In studies of
the MTC by noise measurements, one usually considers the frequency region 0.1-1 Hz.
Since one does not need to correct for the fuel temperature feedback, this is another
advantage of noise measurements of the MTC as compared to traditional measurements.

A more important difficulty is the origin and space-dependence of the temperature
fluctuations. Fig. 36 corresponds to a very simple situation where it is assumed that the
moderator temperature fluctuations appear simultaneously in the whole core and affect the
power via point-kinetics. In reality, the moderator temperature fluctuations travel upwards
with the coolant flow velocity. Temperature fluctuations may travel from the inlet to the
outlet, but they can also be created at any axial position in the core. Thus, at least a 1-D
reactor model is required to model the axial transport of the temperature fluctuations. The
transport delay acts as a low-pass filter and since the velocity of the coolant is 2-4 m/s, such
that the transport time of the water through the core is 1-2 s, temperature fluctuations at
frequencies higher than ~1 Hz should be significantly damped. The fluctuations in different
coolant channels may also be correlated with some spatial correlation length or be
completely uncorrelated.

A high coherence between temperature and neutron flux fluctuations indicates that
there is a strong common noise source and for this case we expect to be able to get a reliable
estimate of the MTC. A zero coherence, however, indicates that the signals have no noise in
common. For this situation the estimate of the MTC is less reliable. Hence, based on the
coherence between detector signals in Fig. 28 for the 1998 measurement, we find that the
available combinations of detectors most suitable for estimating the MTC are TC32-A,
TC43-E, TC32-N44 and TC43-N41. The power spectral densities (PSDs), coherence and
phase of these combinations are shown as functions of frequency in Figs. 37-38. The linear,
negative slope of the phase curve indicates a time delay between the neutron and
thermocouple signals. The time delay is partly due to the long time-constant of the
thermocouple and partly to the transport of the fluctuations from the neutron detector to the
core exit TC. At zero frequency, the phase curves show a phase difference of 180°, which
indicates that the MTC is negative (nevertheless, this statement cannot be guaranteed if the
true MTC value is slightly positive or largely negative [44], [45]).

As described in subsection 4.1.2, the classical way of estimating the MTC from a
measurement of the flux and the moderator temperature in the reactor is to use the
expression

= 1 CPSDW*»*T

G0(co) APSD8T

The cross-power spectral density CPSD^x 5 r is taken between the relative variation in
the neutron flux and the fluctuations in the temperature in ° C. An alternative measure of the
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Fig. 37. PSDs, coherence and phase for the detector combinations A-TC32 and E-TC43.
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Fig. 38. PSDs, coherence and phase for the detector combinations N44-TC32 and N41-TC43.
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MTC is

MTC - (21)

Equation (20) is the most common expression used for estimating the MTC from noise
measurements.

In Fig. 39 we show the results of the MTC estimation as a function of frequency for all

Frequency

Fig. 39. The estimated MTC for all incore-thermocouple combinations (magnitude of eqn
(20)). The arrow indicates the interesting frequency region for MTC estimation.

pairwise combinations of incore and thermocouple detectors. The values have been
obtained from the magnitude of expression (20). The interesting frequency range for MTC
determination is approximately between 0.1 and 0.8 Hz, which is indicated by the
coherence in Fig. 37. In this frequency range, the detector combinations A-T32 and E-T43
yield maximum MTC values of about 30-35 pcm/° C, i.e. somewhat more than half the
calculated MTC of -51 pcm/°C. The MTC values obtained from the other three incore
detectors and their neighbouring TCs are about 2-3 pcm/° C. This indicates that the
fluctuations present in these incore detectors have no correspondence with the noise
measured in the adjacent TCs, which is also indicated by the coherence in Fig. 28. MTC
estimates were also calculated between each of the two TCs T32 and T43 and all the excore
detectors. This is shown in Fig. 40. The estimates are quite difficult to interpret, but the
most significant values are given by those combinations of TCs and excore detectors that
have the largest coherence, i.e. T32-N44, T32-N41 and T43-N41.
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Fig. 40. The estimated MTC curves for a) T32 and excore detectors and b) T43 and excore
detectors.

It is believed in general that if the coherence could be increased, the MTC estimate
would also approach the calculated value. Although the reliability of the MTC estimate
would improve with a high coherence, there is no guarantee that this also would give the
correct value. Since the noise measurements are always "local" and the concepts of
reactivity and MTC are global reactor properties, we may need to correct for the difference
between a local and global estimate of the MTC.
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5. DETERMINATION OF AXIAL CONTROL ROD ELEVATION.
CURRENT SITUATION AND PROGRESS IN THE TRANSFER

OF THE METHOD TO RINGHALS

The goal of this project is the implementation of a method, developed in an earlier
stage of the project, ([3], [46]) to Ringhals. The method concerns the determination of PWR
control rod position (axial elevation) by neural network methods. The core calculations that
produce the input data set for the training of the neural network have been done by Ringhals
personnel already in the past, but the neural algorithm was developed and used in Chalmers
only. To make the method user friendly, some further work is needed. The corresponding
procedures and algorithms, which allow the use of this method in a fully automatic way,
have to be written.

This task has been given to Albert Nagy and is the subject of his Diploma Work. This
work can be divided in two main parts. First, the student has to become familiar with the
techniques used in this project. This part is currently carried out at the Reactor Physics
Department in Chalmers. Secondly, the student has to apply these techniques to determine
the control rod position. This part will be executed at the Ringhals nuclear power plant.

Regarding the first part, some knowledge in neural networks is required. The student
has already followed a course for this purpose. In addition, Per Linden of CTH, who has
been dealing with artificial neural networks extensively at the Reactor Physics Department,
provided guidance to Albert. For the neural network training (and also testing), one needs
the flux profile (more exactly the reaction rate profile) induced by the insertion of a control
rod. Since only a few measurements are available, one has to calculate the other cases, i.e.
the flux profiles for various rod elevations. The SIMULATE-3 code from Studsvik
Scandpower is used for this purpose. An educational training program to this code has been
prepared and is constituted by several exercises that should allow the student to write the
SIMULATE-3 input deck corresponding to the actual case.

The transfer to Ringhals of the method to determine the axial rod elevation is expected
to be completed before the end of 1999.

6. PROPOSAL FOR STAGE 5

The following items are proposed for Stage 5:

1. Continuing the development of a method for determining the moderator temperature
coefficient with a combination of model investigations, core calculations and evaluation
of measurements;

2. A pilot study of the applicability of the gamma thermometers for noise measurements.
This can be achieved with a noise measurement in R2 which is planned to be performed
under Stage 5. Parallel with this, the theory of in-core gamma noise will be reviewed and
investigations made for using gamma noise for various core diagnostic purposes;

3. Pilot investigation of the possibility of determining feedwater flow from measurement of
the 16N activity in the water. In contrast to the Flow Act method, developed in Chalmers
earlier which is based on pulsed activation of the water, the use of the fluctuations in the
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background activity in the feedwater flow can be investigated. Laboratory experiments
will be made in Chalmers in order to investigate a fibre detector type that is suitable for
field measurements. A pilot measurement may be possible during revision 2000;

4. Development of the theory of in-core neutron noise induced by shell-mode core barrel
vibrations. So far only the theory of ex-core neutron noise by both beam and shell mode
core barrel vibrations was developed and used. While the beam mode vibrations do not
induce in-core noise, the shell-mode vibrations do. A more detailed investigation of the
core-barrel vibrations is possible if the theory is developed and used for evaluating the
measurements.

A more detailed contract proposal will be sent to Ringhals regarding Stage 5.

To make the project effective, discussion meetings are planned similarly as previously.
We also plan to increase our efforts in having students involved in some of this activity
through diploma works.
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